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Genuine multimode entanglement in continuous variable systems can be quantified by exploring
the geometry of the state-space, namely via the generalized geometric measure (GGM). It is defined
by the shortest distance of a given multimode state from a nongenunely multimode entangled state.
For the multimode Gaussian states, we derive a closed form expression of GGM in terms of the
symplectic eigenvalues of the reduced states. Following that prescription, the characteristics of GGM
for typical three- and four-mode Gaussian states are investigated. In the non-Gaussian paradigm, we
compute GGM for photon-added as well as -subtracted states having three- and four-modes and find
that both addition and subtraction of photons enhance the genuine multimode entanglement of the
state compared to its Gaussian counterpart. Our analysis reveals that when an initial three-mode
vacuum state is evolved according to an interacting Hamiltonian, photon addition is more beneficial
in increasing GGM compared to photon subtraction while the scenerio reverses when one considers
the four mode non-Gaussian states. Specifically, subtracting photons from four-mode squeezed
vacuum states almost always result in higher multimode entanglement content than that of photon
addition to both single as well as multimode and constrained as well as unconstrained operations.
Furthermore, we observe that GGM freezes under subtraction of photons involving multiple modes,
in some specific cases. This feature is novel in its own rights as it does not appear while adding
photons. Finally, we relate the enhancements of GGM with the distance-based non-Gaussianity
measure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the plethora of nonclassical features, intrinsic
to quantum mechanics, entanglement [1], a term coined
by Schrodinger [2], is arguably the most fascinating one.
Entanglement, captures the degree of inseparability of
quantum systems, turns out to be the resource exhibiting
“quantum advantage and supremacy” in various quan-
tum information processing tasks like teleportation [3–5],
dense coding [6, 7], entanglement-based quantum cryp-
tography [8, 9] and the detection of quantum phase tran-
sitions [10–13], to name a few.

Classification of quantum systems based on entangle-
ment is one of the premiere endeavors in quantum in-
formation science. Although the problem of quantifying
entanglement of a given system (state) turns out to be
more intricate with the increase of the number of par-
ties. However, if one restricts the analysis only for pure
states, the categorization becomes somehow simpler. For
example, bipartite pure states can either be entangled
or product. For multiple parties, even within the set of
pure states, we can have diverse possibilities, where states
can be entangled for some of the parties while product
with the rest. A prototypical instance of such a situation
can be illustrated with an example of a three-qubit state,
|η〉ABC = |ψ−〉AB⊗|φ〉C , commonly known as a bisepara-
ble state, where |ψ−〉AB is the maximally entangled state
and |φ〉C is any arbitrary pure qubit. Note that |η〉ABC
is product in AB : C, and the reduced A : C as well as
B : C bipartitions, while it is entangled in other bipar-
tite cuts. The pure quantum states that are entangled in
all bipartitions are called genuinely multiparty entangled.
Typically, different kinds of entanglement present in mul-
tiparty systems can be broadly quantified in two ways:

using distance-based (geometric) measures [14–24], and
by using monogamy-based measures [25–36]. In finite di-
mensions, genuine multipartite entanglement (GME) for
pure states can be computed efficiently by a distance-
based measure called the generalized geometric measure
(GGM) [37] (see also [38–41]), and has been used exten-
sively to study genuine multipartite entanglement for a
wide range of quantum systems [42–46]. Although at-
tempts have been made to generalize GGM for mixed
states [47], the analysis is not exhaustive and only works
for some specific classes of states.

In this paper, we are interested in investigating the en-
tanglement between various modes of multimode states
of light, where each mode contains an arbitrary number
of photons. Hence, the corresponding Hilbert space is an
infinite dimensional one [48–50]. We first show that, like
in finite dimensions, the GGM can still be simplified in
terms of the Schmidt coefficients. However, this route
is not very efficient for continuous variable systems since
the operations involve infinite dimensional matrices. For
Gaussian states [51, 52], we show that such problems can
be resolved by expressing it in a closed analytical form in
terms of the symplectic invariants, namely the symplec-
tic eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. These invariants
can be easily computed from the quadratic quadrature
correlations, which form the elements of the covariance
matrix. Since the dimension of the covariance matrix
grows linearly with the number of modes, our method
provides an efficient and scalable prescription for com-
puting GGM of pure Gaussian states having an arbitrary
number of modes.

We demonstrate the applicability of our recipe by com-
puting the GGM for some prototypical Gaussian states
of three- and four-modes. Examples include three- and
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four-mode squeezed states in which GGM increases with
the increase of the squeezing strength. We also show an
instance of generating genuine multimode entanglement
from an initially uncorrelated three-mode vacuum state
which is evolved by an interacting Hamiltonian describ-
ing a nonlinear crystal. We want to stress here that our
prescription is lucrative from an experimental point of
view since the symplectic eigenvalues can be computed
from the data of the quadrature correlations composing
the covariance matrix.

We then move on to study genuine multimode entan-
glement in non-Gaussian states. Although the Gaussian
states offer several advantages like elegant mathematical
simplicity in the description and easy experimental real-
izability. It has also been established that non-Gaussian
resources are “more” useful compared to their Gaussian
counterparts for some of the quantum information proto-
cols including bosonic codes [53], pioneering application
in photonic quantum computation [54], quantum metrol-
ogy [55], entanglement distillation [56, 57], entanglement
distribution [58], error correction [59], phase estimation
[60], quantum communication [61] and quantum cloning
[62].

In general, any state whose Wigner function [63] is not
Gaussian in the quantum phase space is considered as
a non-Gaussian state. One of the popular methods to
obtain non-Gaussian states is to add or subtract pho-
tons in different modes of a Gaussian state. It has also
been demonstrated that photon addition and subtraction
make a negative dip [64] in the Gaussian Wigner func-
tion of a Gaussian state, while the entanglement of the
photon-added and -subtracted states are always mono-
tonically increasing with the number of photon added
and subtracted [65, 66].

In this paper, we also study whether de-Gaussification
leads to the enhancement of GGM from its Gaussian
value. Among the different de-Gaussification techniques,
we choose the method of photon addition and subtraction
since it can be scalably applied when the the number of
modes of the initial Gaussian state grows and can also be
achieved experimentally [67, 68]. Specifically, we add or
subtract photons from different modes of the three- and
four-mode Gaussian states and track the enhancement
of GGM. In our context of computation of genuine mul-
timode entanglement, we find that both adddition and
subtraction of photons in one or several modes of the
squeezed vacuum state lead to enhancement in the GGM
content compared to its Gaussian counterpart. Further
analysis reveal that photon-subtraction leads to a higher
multimode entanglement than that of the photon-added
state. Moreover, we choose the relative entropy-based
non-Gaussianity measure to quantify the departure of a
given state from the initial Gaussian states and show that
it increases monotonically with the increase of number of
photons added (subtracted). We, however, notice that
such a non-Gaussianity measure fails to shed light on
the increment obtained for genuine multimode entangle-
ment content of photon-subtracted state over the photon-

added ones.
This work is organized as follows. After giving the def-

inition of GGM in continuous variable systems in Sec. II,
we show that the computation of GGM can be simplified
both for Gaussian and non-Gaussian states. We then
evaluate the expression of GGM for Gaussian states in
terms of its symplectic invariants in Sec. III and obtain
GGM for some typical examples in Sec. III A. The re-
sults involving non-Gaussian states are given in Sec. IV
before presenting the conclusion in Sec. V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We introduce the notion of genuine multimode entan-
glement measure based on the geometry of multimode
quantum states. The generalized geometric measure
(GGM) for an arbitrary N -mode pure quantum state,
|ψ12...N 〉, is defined as

G(|ψ12...N 〉) = 1− max
|χ〉∈nG

|〈χ|ψ12...N 〉|2, (1)

where the maximization is taken over the set of all N -
mode pure states |χ〉, which are not genuinely multimode
entangled, denoted by nG. The distance measure used
in this case is the Fubini study metric [69, 70]. Based on
Schmidt decomposition for continuous variable systems
[71, 72] which can be easily extended for any normaliz-
able infinite dimensional state (Apendix A for details),
we obtain an expression of GGM in terms of the eigen-
values of the reduced density matrices. We call it to be
the “canonical” form of GGM.

We then show in the next section that for Gaussian
states, a much more elegant and efficient form of GGM
in terms of symplectic eigenvalues of the reduced modes
can be obtained. On the other hand, the canonical form
of GGM can be important to quantify multimode entan-
glement for non-Gaussian states where the simplifications
as obtained in the Gaussian case is unavailable. and we
have to resort to the brute force method.

A. The canonical formula of GGM

We now use Schmidt decomposition to simplify the
evaluation of GGM given in Eq. (1). Since |χ〉 is non-
genuinely multimode entangled, i.e., it is product with
respect to at least one modal-bipartition, we can always
write the state in the Schmidt decomposition across that
partition as

|χ〉 = |χ12...N 〉 = |χA〉 ⊗ |χB〉, (2)

where we assume that A and B contains n(A) and n(B)
modes respectively, such that n(A) + n(B) = N . By
using the Schmidt decomposition in the same A : B
modal-bipartition, we can write the given state |ψ12...N 〉
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of n(A) + n(B) modes as

|ψ12...N 〉 =
∑
i

√
λi|µiA〉 ⊗ |νiB〉, (3)

where {λi} are the set of Schmidt coefficients which are
always positive and

∑
i λi = 1. Here {|µiA〉} and {|νiB〉}

are the Schmidt basis (also form a basis 1 in the Hilbert
spaces ofA and B) and i runs upto min{dimHA,dimHB}.
One can also expand |χA〉 and |χB〉 in terms of the cor-
responding Schmidt basis, given by

|χA〉 =
∑
i

ai|µiA〉, (4)

and

|χB〉 =
∑
i

bi|νiB〉, (5)

where
∑
i |ai|2 = 1 and

∑
i |bi|2 = 1. Using Eqs. (3)

– (5), we can rewrite the second term in the right hand
side of Eq. (1) as

max
|χ〉∈nG

|〈χ|ψ12...N 〉| = max
{ai},{bj}

|
∑
i

∑
j

a∗i b
∗
j 〈µiA| ⊗ 〈νjB|

∑
k

√
λk|µkA〉 ⊗ |νkB〉|

= max
{ai},{bj}

|
∑
k

a∗kb
∗
k

√
λk| (6)

≤ max
{ai},{bj}

∑
k

|ak||bk|
√
λk . (7)

To obtain the inequality (7), we use the triangle inequal-
ity2. The optimization over all nongenuinely multimode
entangled states |χ〉 now reduces to the optimization over
the state parameters, {ai} and {bj}. If we assume that
the Schmidt coefficients {λi}s are arranged in the de-
scending order, we have

max
|χ〉∈nG

|〈χ|ψ12...N 〉| ≤
√
λ1 max
{ai},{bj}

∑
k

|ak||bk|

≤
√
λ1 max
{ai},{bj}

√∑
i

|ai|2
∑
j

|bj |2

≤
√
λ1. (8)

The second inequality is obtained by using the well
known Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the inequality (8)
is due to the normalization conditions in terms of ai and
bj . By choosing |a1| = |b1| = 1 and the rest of the co-
efficients to be 0 in Eq. (6), the above bound can be
achieved, and hence the GGM of |ψ12...N 〉 reduces to

G(|ψ12...N 〉) =

1−max
{
λA:B|A ∪ B = {1, 2, . . . , N},A ∩ B = ∅

}
,

(9)

where λA:B is the maximal Schmidt coefficient in the
A : B modal split of |ψ12...N 〉, and maximization is per-
formed over all such possible mode-bipartitions. Equip-
ping ourselves with the canonical formula of GGM, we

2 |a+ b| ≤ |a|+ |b|.

now proceed to compute the GGM for pure multimode
Gaussian states in terms of the symplectic invariants.

III. GGM FOR PURE MULTIMODE GAUSSIAN
STATES

The covariance matrix of an arbitrary m-mode Gaus-
sian state, ρ, is a 2m× 2m matrix, Λ, defined by

Λij =
1

2

〈
{Ri, Rj}

〉
− 〈Ri〉〈Rj〉, (10)

where ~R = (q1, p1, q2, p2, ...qm, pm)T with qis and pis be-
ing the usual quadrature operators. The quadrature op-
erators are related to the field operators, ais, in the fol-
lowing way:

qj =
1√
2

(aj + a†j), pj =
1√
2i

(aj − a†j), (11)

where i =
√
−1. The positivity of ρ can be certified from

the bonafied condition on the covariance matrix

Λ + iJ ≥ 0, where J =

m⊕
i=1

[
0 1
−1 0

]
. (12)

Here J is the symplectic matrix. Following Williamson’s
theorem [48, 73], we notice that the covariance matrix
Λ can be obtained from Λd by appropriate symplectic
transformation (SΛ),

Λ = SΛΛdST
Λ (13)
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of symplectic diagonaliza-
tion. Any arbitrary Gaussian state can be written as a prod-
uct of thermal states obtained by applying the appropriate
unitary operation.

with

Λd =


ν1I2

ν2I2
.

.
νmI2

 =

m⊕
i=1

νiI2, (14)

where {νi}s are the symplectic eigenvalues of Λ and I2 is
the 2× 2 identity matrix. Note that Λd corresponds to a
product of thermal states

ρd =

m⊗
i=1

σβi , with temperatures βi = ln
νi + 1/2

νi − 1/2
. (15)

The state ρ is related to ρd via the relation ρ =

USΛρ
dU†SΛ

, where USΛ is the unitary operator corre-
sponding to the symplectic transform SΛ. Note that since
USΛ is unitary, the eigenspectrum of ρ and ρd are identi-
cal. The above analysis is schematically depicted in Fig.
1. In general, the eigenvalues, λn, of a thermal state with
inverse temperature β is given by λn = e−βn(1 − e−β).
The maximal eigenvalue simply corresponds to λn=0.
Now, the eigenvalues of ρd, which are also eigenvalues
of ρ are then given by

λn1,n2,...nm
=
∏
i

λni
. (16)

The maximal eigenvalue of ρ is therefore given by

λn1=0,n2=0,...nm=0 =

m∏
i=1

(1− e−βi) =

m∏
i=1

2

1 + 2νi
, (17)

where νi is the symplectic eigenvalue of the ith mode.
Expressing the maximal eigenvalue in terms of the sym-
plectic specra enables evaluation of GGM in a much more
efficient way which we encapsulate below in the form of
the following theorem:

Theorem 1. The GGM (G) of a N-mode pure Gaussian
state |ψ12...N 〉 is given by

G(|ψ12...N 〉) = 1−maxPm
{ m∏
i=1

2

1 + 2νi

}[N
2

]
m=1

, (18)

where Pm denotes all the reduced states of |ψ〉12...N with
m-modes, and [x] denotes the integral part of x.

Proof. The canonical formula for the GGM in Eq. (9)
reveals that the computation of GGM is equivalent to the
evaluation of the maximum eigenvalue of all the reduced
states of the given state |ψ12...N 〉. The canonical formula
can be restated as

G(|ψ12...N 〉) = 1−maxPm{λn1,n2,...nm
}
[

N
2

]
m=1, (19)

where λn1,n2,...nm
s denote the eigenvalues of a particular

m-mode reduced state of |ψ12...N 〉, and Pm denotes all
the reduced states of |ψ12...N 〉 with m-modes.

From Eq. (17), we know that for a particular m-mode
reduced state with spectra νis, the maximal eigenvalue
simply reads

∏m
i=1

2
1+2νi

. The formula of GGM is then
obtained by maximizing the maximal eigenvalue of all the
m ∈

[
1, [N/2]

]
-mode reductions of |ψ〉12...N , and there-

fore we have

G(|ψ12...N 〉) = 1−maxPm
{ m∏
i=1

2

1 + 2νi

}[N
2

]
m=1

, (20)

and hence the proof.

We, therefore, arrive at our goal of expressing the
GGM of a pure multimode Gaussian state in terms of
the symplectic spectrum of its reduced states. Below,
we provide a prescription for computing the GGM for
an arbitrary multimode pure state |ψ12...N 〉 in terms of
the following steps which illustrates the simplicity of the
method:

1. Evaluate all the m-mode reduced density matrices,
ρm of |ψ12...N 〉, wherem ∈

[
1, [N2 ]

]
. Note that there

are
(
N
m

)
different m-mode reductions of the initial

N -mode state.

2. Perform symplectic diagonalization of all the ρms
to get the diagonal ρdms and the corresponding sym-
plectic eigenvalues, νmi s, of each ρm.

3. Compute the maximal eigenvalue, λ̄max
m , of each ρm

using the formula

λ̄max
m =

m∏
i=1

2

1 + 2νi
. (21)

Choose the maximum eigenvalue λmax
m out of all the

λ̄max
m s.

4. The GGM of |ψ〉1,2,...N is then calculated from the
following expression

G(|ψ12...N 〉) = 1−max{λmax
m }[

N
2 ]
m=1. (22)

We want to highlight here that the evaluation of GGM
for multimode Gaussian states is much simpler compared
to that for a multiqubit state. This is so because the
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m-mode reductions in case of Gaussian states are char-
acterized by 2m × 2m covariance matrices while the m-
party reduced states for a multiqubit state is a 2m × 2m

dimensional density matrix. This difference in computa-
tional complexity (polynomial vs. exponential) implies
that via exact diagonalization, we can atmost compute
GGM of a ∼ 24-qubit state, whereas we can go, at least
in principle, upto 212-modes. Ultimately this number
would be restricted by the number of reduced density
matrices,

(
N
m

)
, for which we have to compute the eigen-

values for every m-mode reductions of the given N -mode
pure state. This fact remains true in the multiqubit case
also. Furthermore, partial tracing at the covariance ma-
trix level is much easier compared to partial tracing at
the level of states. Hence, our analysis provides an effi-
ciently computable and scalable method to calculate the
genuine multimode entanglment content of the Gaussian
states.

As an aside, we want to recall that GGM is a measure
of geometric origin which, as mentioned earlier, is de-
fined as the minimum distance of the given state (whose
genuine multiparty entanglement content has to be calcu-
lated) from the set of non-genuinely multiparty entangled
states. Hence, by definition, it is applicable for all states,
both pure and mixed. However, for pure states, owing to
Schmidt decomposition, the minimization problem be-
comes tractable and we have the canonical formula for
GGM. In the case of mixed states, such simplification is
unavailable. As shown for finite dimensional systems, if
the states have some symmetries [47, 74], the optimiza-
tion can “sometimes” be performed. Note that even for
pure states, computation of GGM becomes challenging
with the increase in the number of parties and their di-
mensions, let alone when the dimension of each party
becomes infinite, the case considered in our work. This
is due to the exponential growth of the size and number
of partitions one has to diagonalize to compute GGM.

Nevertheless, in the next section, we use the above de-
scribed prescription to compute the patterns of GGM for
some typical Gaussian states and illustrate their multi-
mode entanglement numerically.

A. GGM of some typical Gaussian states

We start our analysis with a three-mode pure Gaussian
state. The first example is a three-mode state prepared
by combining three single-mode squeezed states in a trit-
ter (a three-mode generalization of a beam-splitter) [73].
Secondly, we track the dynamics of GGM of states gen-
erated in a single nonlinear crystal. Next we consider the
case of how well can bimodal entanglement be distributed
among three modes by means of passive operations using
beam splitters. In the genre of four modes, we calculate
the GGM of the four-mode squeezed vaccum with respect
to the squeezing parameter.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) GGM of |ψb
3(t)〉 vs. time. The state

is generated according to the Hamiltonian HI , given in Eq.
(27). Solid, dotted and dashed lines are for different choices
of γ1 and γ2 values.

1. Three-mode Gaussian states

Example 1. Three single-mode squeezed vacuum states
of strength r combined using the “tritter” (a three-mode
generalization of the beam splitter) gives a three-mode
state, |ψa3 〉, which possess the covariance matrix, given
by [73]

Λa =
1

2


R+ 0 S 0 S 0
0 R− 0 −S 0 −S
S 0 R+ 0 S 0
0 −S 0 R− 0 −S
S 0 S 0 R+ 0
0 −S 0 −S 0 R−

 (23)

where R± = cosh 2r ± 1
3 sinh 2r and S = − 2

3 sinh 2r. It
turns out to be a symmetric state with identical reduced
single-mode covariance matrices (Λa1 = Λa2 = Λa3), which
reads as

Λa1 =
1

2

[
R+ 0
0 R−

]
. (24)

Following the prescription for calculating the GGM, we
note that for three-mode states, we only need to consider
the single-mode reductions (

[
3
2

]
= 1). The symplectic

eigenvalues of Λa1 is given by

ν1 =
1

2

√
R+R− =

1

6

√
5 + 4 cosh 4r, (25)

leading to GGM as

G(|ψa3 〉) = 1− 2

1 + 2ν1
=

1
3

√
5 + 4 cosh 4r − 1

1
3

√
5 + 4 cosh 4r + 1

. (26)

We, therefore, obtain an expression of GGM as a function
of the squeezing strength r. Expectedly, as r → ∞, the
GGM approaches its algebraic maximum of unity.
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Example 2. Let us consider a three-mode vacuum state
induced by an interaction Hamiltonian, HI , describing
action of a single nonlinear crystal

HI = γ1a
†
1a
†
3 + γ2a

†
2a3 + h.c., (27)

where a†i and ai represent the creation and the anhila-
tion operators respectively. The effective coupling con-
stants γk, k = 1, 2, are functions of the nonlinear suscep-
tibilities and the pump intensities. The Hamiltonian HI

describes interactions among three modes of the radia-
tion field which are coupled via two parametric pumps.
Such a process can also be realized exprimentally in χ(2)

media [75]. We consider the three-mode vacuum state
as the initial state and then the system evolves accord-
ing to the Hamiltonian HI , i.e. the time evolved three-
mode state at any given time, t, can be represented as
|ψb3(t)〉 = e−iHIt|0〉⊗|0〉⊗|0〉. The closed form expression
of the same can also be computed [73, 75] as

|ψb3(t)〉 =
1√

1 + n1

∞∑
r,s=0

( n2

1 + n1

)r/2( n3

1 + n1

)s/2
e−i(rφ2+sφ3)

√
(r + s)!

r!s!
|r + s, r, s〉, (28)

where ni = 〈a†iai〉 denotes the average number of photons
in the i-th mode with φjs being the phase factors. For
this Hamiltonian, we have n1 = n2 +n3 at all times with

n2 =
|γ1|2|γ2|2

Ω4
(1− cos Ωt)2,

n3 =
|γ1|2
Ω2

sin2 Ωt, (29)

where Ω =
√
|γ2|2 − |γ1|2. The covariance matrix, Λb, of

the above state [73] is

Λb =


F1 0 A2 −B2 A3 −B3

0 F1 −B2 −A2 −B3 −A3

A2 −B2 F2 0 C D
−B2 −A2 0 F2 −D C
A3 −B3 C −D F3 0
−B3 −A3 D C 0 F3

 , (30)

where Fi = ni + 1/2, Ai =
√
ni(1 + n1) cosφi, Bi =√

ni(1 + n1) sinφi, C =
√
n2n3 cos(φ2 − φ3), and D =√

n2n3 sin(φ2−φ3). The single-mode reduced covariance

matrices Λbi s in this case are

Λbi = Fi
[
1 0
0 1

]
. (31)

Notice that unlike in the previous case with |ψa3 〉, the
single-mode reduced covariance matrices, Λbi s, are not
identical. Nevertheless, all of them come in diagonalized
form with symplectic eigenvalues, {F1,F2,F3}. Hence
the GGM reads as

G(|ψb3(t)〉) = 1−max
{ 2

1 + 2Fi

}3

i=1
, (32)

where Fis are functions of time. For fixed γis, the os-
cillatory behavior of GGM for the evolved state against
time is depicted in Fig. 2. Note that the output state
is independent of phase factors. The presence of kinks

(nonanalyticities) in the dynamics is due to the maxi-
mization present in the formula of GGM. The times at
which these kinks appear are precisely those where there
is a crossover among the first two highest eigenvalues,
specifically, when the second highest eigenvalue becomes
the maximal one.

2. Four-mode Gaussian states

Let us now move to a computation of genuine mul-
timode entanglement of a four-mode Gaussian state,
namely the four-mode squeezed vacuum (FMSV) state
[66]. The FMSV state can be obtained by using two
single-mode squeezed vacuum passing through a 50:50
beam splitter followed by another two beam splitter on
the output modes of the previous one. The FMSV state
can be represented as

|FMSV 〉 = e
r
2

∑4
i=1 a

†
ia

†
i+1−aiai+1 |0000〉

=
1

cosh r

∞∑
n=0

n∑
r1=0

n∑
r2=0

√(
n

r1

)√(
n

r2

)
(
1

2
tanh r)n|n− r1〉|n− r2〉|r1〉|r2〉,(33)

where for i = 4, i+1 is considered to be 1. It is clear from
the above expression that the FMSV state is translation-
ally invariant with the interchange of mode 1 ↔ 3 and
2↔ 4. Hence, we call modes (1, 2) and (1, 4) as adjacent
modes while (1, 3) and (2, 4) as alternate modes.

While computing GGM, the above symmetries greatly
simplify the evaluation by reducing the search space
during maximization. In particular, we have to com-
pute eigenvalues of the reduced covariance matrices of
a single-mode, ΛFMSV

single , and two-mode reduced states
consisting of adjacent and alternate modes, denoted
respectively by ΛFMSV

adjacent and ΛFMSV
alternate. For brevity,

we do not give the expressions of the covariance ma-
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trix here (see Appendix B for their forms), ΛFMSV,
and its relevant reduced covariance matrices, ΛFMSV

single ,

ΛFMSV
adjacent, and ΛFMSV

alternate. Nevertheless, the symplectic

eigenvalue of ΛFMSV
single is computed to be 1

2 cosh2 r, while

those of ΛFMSV
adjacent and ΛFMSV

alternate are { 1
2 cosh r, 1

2 cosh r}

and { 1
2 ,

1
2 cosh 2r} respectively. Therefore, the max-

imal eigenvalues from each of these sectors read as{
2

1+cosh2 r
, 2

1+cosh 2r ,
(

2
1+cosh r

)2}
, and hence the GGM

of FMSV state can be expressed as

G(|FMSV 〉) = 1−max
{ 2

1 + cosh2 r
,

2

1 + cosh 2r
,
( 2

1 + cosh r

)2}
. (34)

As expected, when the squeezing strength r takes in-
finitely large values, the GGM of FMSV approaches
unity.

IV. GGM OF NON-GAUSSIAN STATES

As mentioned before, non-Gaussian resources can out-
perform their classical counterparts in a variety of quan-
tum information and computation protocols. Therefore,
we now venture into the non-Gaussian regime and exam-
ine whether it offers any enhancement of GGM. More-
over, as already discussed, we choose to de-Gaussify
states by photon addition and subtraction for their easy
and scalable experimental implementability. Note that
such incremental behaviour on addition (subtraction) of
photons was reported in the case of bipartite non-classical
correlations for two and four-mode states [65, 66, 76–
79]. These results motivate us to consider the possibility
of enhancement of genuine multimode entanglement on
adding or subtracting photons from Gaussian states.

In the preceding section, we calculated GGM for sev-
eral classes of three-mode and four-mode Gaussian states
by using the form in terms of the symplectic eigenvalues
of the covariance matrices derived in Eq. (18) of Theorem
1. However, such simplification does not work, when one
adds (subtracts) photons in (from) Gaussian states. This
is due to the fact that the photon-added (-subtracted)
states do not represent Gaussian states and hence can-
not be completely described by covariance matrices. In
this section, we use the cannonical form of GGM given in
Eq. (9) for the non-Gaussian states. Our aim is to char-
acterize GGM for several classes of non-Gaussian states,
emerging from the three-mode state (given in Eq. (28)),
and the FMSV state, by adding and subtracting photons.

It is worth mentioning that by the term photon addi-
tion and subtraction in different mode(s), we mean a con-
secutive addition in or subtraction of photons from that
particular mode(s). It is indeed true that non-Gaussian
states can also be obtained by several mixed ordering
of photon addition and subtraction. But we will not be
considering such cases here.

Another important aspect of this photon addition and
subtraction operation is that it is a physical operation

 0
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 0.3

 0.4

 0.5

 0.6

 0.7

 0.8

 0.9

 1

 0  5  10  15  20  25  30

G

t

add     sub     

FIG. 3: GGM of the Gaussian as well as non-Gaussian states
against time. In particular, we consider a three-mode Gaus-
sian state |ψb

3(t)〉 (green dot-dashed) and non-Gaussian states,

|ψb
3(t)add{mi}〉 (red solid) and |ψb

3(t)sub{mi}〉 (blue dashed),
given in Eqs. (35) and (36). Here γ1 = 0.8 and γ2 = 0.5. In

the construction of non-Gaussian states |ψb
3(t)add{mi}〉 and

|ψb
3(t)sub{mi}〉, we choose m1 = 5,m2 = 0 and m3 = 0.

on the given quantum state, based on the post-selection,
i.e., it is a non-unitary operation. Here our main objec-
tive is to study genuine multimode entanglement content
in these non-Gaussian states, where addition and sub-
traction of photons has been used as a tool to generate
them. We then compare the GGM of photon-added (-
subtracted) state with the GGM of the initial Gaussian
state and address the question whether addition is bet-
ter than subtraction from the perspective of amount of
genuine multimode entanglement in these states.

A. Three-mode non-Gaussian state

Let us first consider the non-Gaussian states derived
from the three-mode Gaussian states, given in Eq. (28),
which are de-Gaussified via addition or subtraction of
photons. The state takes the following form after adding
mi (i = 1, 2, 3) number of photons in mode i, denoted by
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|ψb3(t)add{mi}〉 and similarly the photon-subtracted state, |ψb3(t)sub{mi}〉:

|ψb3(t)add{mi}〉 =
1√
Nadd

∞∑
r,s=0

( n2

1 + n1

)r/2( n3

1 + n1

)s/2
e−i(rφ2+sφ3)

√
(r + s)!

r!s!

√
(r + s+m1)!

(r + s)!√
(r +m2)!

r!

√
(s+m3)!

s!
|r + s+m1〉r +m2〉s+m3〉, (35)

|ψb3(t)sub{mi}〉 =
1√
Nsub

∞∑
r=m2,s=m3
m1≥m2+m3

( n2

1 + n1

)r/2( n3

1 + n1

)s/2
e−i(rφ2+sφ3)

√
(r + s)!

r!s!

√
(r + s)!

(r + s−m1)!√
r!

(r −m2)!

√
s!

(s−m3)!
|r + s−m1〉r −m2〉s−m3〉, (36)

where Nadd and Nsub are the normalization con-
stants of the photon-added and -subtracted states.
G(|ψb3(t)〉add{mi}) (the purple line) and G(|ψb3(t)〉sub{mi})
(the green line) are plotted in Fig. 3, where we choose
m1 = 5 and m2 = m3 = 0, i.e., 5 photons are added
(subtracted) in (from) the first mode and no photons are
added and subtracted from the rest of the modes. We
observe that although the oscillatory behavior of GGM
remains same, there is an enhancement of genuine mul-
timode entanglement for both the non-Gaussian states
(given in Eqs (35) and (36)), compared to their Gaus-
sian counterpart, for all values of t. Moreover, we find
that each oscillation contains two humps – the first one
is the mirror image of the second one. Specifically, we
find that, in the first hump, GGM increases with t, and
G(|ψb3(t)〉add{mi}) ≥ G(|ψb3(t)〉sub{mi}), thereby showing
advantage of adding photons over subtraction. After
G(|ψb3(t)〉add{mi}) and G(|ψb3(t)〉sub{mi}) reach their max-
ima, they coincide and start decreasing together with
time. The behavior in the second hump images that of
the first one. This example shows that by proper tun-
ing of interaction strengths, photon-addition can enhance
genuine multimode entanglement upto ∼ 30% (as seen in
Fig. 3). All the curves, obtained both from Gaussian
and non-Gaussian states coincide at those times when
G = 0. This is because in the first hump, bare Gaussian
state itself becomes product at that time and we can-
not generate multimode entangled states by adding or
subtracting photons.

B. GGM of non-Gaussian states originated from
FMSV

We now investigate the multimode entanglement con-
tent of a four-mode non-Gaussian state which emerges
by adding and subtracting photons from the modes of
the FMSV state given in Eq. (33), and our aim is to find
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(a)
0.2
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0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0 5 10 15 20
(b)

G

m1

add
sub G

m1

add
sub

FIG. 4: (Color online) GGM against added (solid circles)
and subtracted (hollow circles) photons from the first mode,
m1. In (a), we set the squeezing strength, r = 0.4, while we
choose r = 0.8 in (b). In both the cases, subtraction yields
higher value of GGM than that of the addition.

whether the increase of multimode entanglement with re-
spect to addition and subtraction of photons as seen in
three-mode non-Gaussian states can also persist in the
four-mode case also. The photon-added and -subtracted
FMSV states read respectively as
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|ψadd{mi}
FMSV 〉 =

1

Nadd

∞∑
n=0

n∑
r1=0

n∑
r2=0

(
1

2
tanh r)n

√(
n

r1

)√(
n

r2

)√
(n− r1 +m1)!

(n− r1)!

√
(n− r2 +m2)!

(n− r2)!√
(r1 +m3)!

r1!

√
(r2 +m4)!

r2!
|n− r1 +m1〉|n− r2 +m2〉|r1 +m3〉|r2 +m4〉, (37)

|ψsub{mi}
FMSV 〉 =

1

Nsub

∞∑
n=M

n−m1∑
r1=m3

n−m2∑
r2=m4

(
1

2
tanh r)n

√(
n

r1

)√(
n

r2

)√
(n− r1)!

(n− r1 −m1)!

√
(n− r2)!

(n− r2 −m2)!√
r1!

(r1 −m3)!

√
r2!

(r2 −m4)!
|n− r1 −m1〉|n− r2 −m2〉|r1 −m3〉|r2 −m4〉, (38)

where we use the convention that mi number of pho-
tons are added and subtracted in or from the mode i
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Nadd and Nsub are the respective nor-
malization constants and M = max{m1 +m3,m2 +m4}.
Below, we catalogue the response of GGM to the opera-
tions of photon addition and subtraction:

1. Single-mode operations: We find the pattern of
GGM when we add or subtract photons from any
one of the four modes, of the FMSV state. Note
that in case of single-mode photon operation, be-
havior of GGM remains independent of the choice
of the mode taken for the operation. This is so be-
cause of the translational invariance of the Gaus-
sian FMSV state. Without loss of generality, we
choose the first mode for the operation, i.e., G is
computed by varying m1, and m2 = m3 = m4 = 0.

The plot of G(|ψadd{m1}
FMSV 〉) and G(|ψsub{m1}

FMSV 〉), with
respect to m1 is depicted in Fig. 4, for two different
values of the squeezing parameter r = 0.4 (in Fig.
4(a)) and r = 0.8 (in Fig. 4(b)). From this figure,

it is prominent that G(|ψsub{m1}
FMSV 〉) ≥ G(|ψadd{m1}

FMSV 〉)
for fixed values of m1, i.e., non-Gaussian state ob-
tained by photon subtraction posses more genuine
multimode entanglement than its photon-added
counterpart, although both of them possess high
amount of GGM compared to the corresponding
Gaussian state (see m1 = 0 point in Fig. 4). How-
ever, with the increase of the squeezing parame-
ter, r of the initial Gaussian state, the difference of
GGM between the photon-subtracted and -added
states diminishes due to the substantial increase
of multimode entanglement in the photon-added
state.

2. Two-mode operations: Let us now observe whether
such increment of multimode entanglement over the
Gaussian states occurs even when photon-addition
(-subtraction) are performed in two modes. In this
situation, we consider two scenarios –

(a) unconstrained (independent) mode operations
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FIG. 5: Difference between GGM of the photon-subtracted
and -added states against (m1,m2)-plane in (a) and (m1,m3)-
plane in (b). In particular, we study the behavior of

G(|ψsub{m1,m2}
FMSV 〉)−G(|ψadd{m1,m2}

FMSV 〉), and G(|ψsub{m1,m3}
FMSV 〉)−

G(|ψadd{m1,m3}
FMSV 〉). Positive values guarantee that subtraction

is always better than that of the addition. We set r = 0.4.

in which photons are added (subtracted) in
(from) two modes independently.

(b) constrained mode operations where the total
number of photons added (subtracted) in two
modes are fixed.

By using the symmetry of the FMSV state, we
obtain that there are only two choices of opera-
tions possible: (i) operations in the alternate modes
and (ii) operations involving the adjacent modes.
Therefore, all two-mode operations can be segre-
gated into these two bins. Without any loss of
generality, we refer to operations in modes 1 and
2 as adjacent and that between modes 1 and 3 be-
ing alternate. In our case, we fix the number of
photons added or subtracted from mode 1 to be
m1, while that from modes 2 and 3 are both fixed
to n, i.e., m2 = m3 = n, and the corresponding

states would be denoted by |ψadd{m1,m2=n}
FMSV 〉 and

|ψsub{m1,m2=n}
FMSV 〉 respectively.

• For unconstrained two-mode operations, which
include both adjacent and alternate mode opera-
tions, photon-subtraction yields higher GGM com-
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pared to photon-addition. We observe this by
considering the difference in GGM values of the
two states, one of which is obtained by subtract-
ing photons from the FMSV state, in the adja-
cent (alternate) modes, while the other by adding
the same number of photons to the FMSV state
in the adjacent (alternate) modes. Specifically,
we observe that the positive value of the quantity

G(|ψsub{m1,m2}
FMSV 〉) − G(|ψadd{m1,m2}

FMSV 〉) in Fig. 5 (a),

and G(|ψsub{m1,m3}
FMSV 〉) − G(|ψadd{m1,m3}

FMSV 〉) in Fig. 5
(b) ensure the superiority of photon-subtraction in
these cases.

Let us now find whether operations in adjacent
modes is more beneficial than that of the alter-
nate modes. To address this question, we now re-
strict ourselves to photon addition. In this case, the
operations in alternate modes gives higher value
of GGM than that of the adjacent modes. We

demonstrate this by plotting G(|ψadd{m1,m3=n}
FMSV 〉)−

G(|ψadd{m1,m2=n}
FMSV 〉) in Fig. 6(a). The positive

value in the entire ranges of (m1, n)-plane certifies
supremacy of alternate operations in case of photon
addition. Interestingly, for photon subtraction, we
observe a completely opposite effect, i.e., the adja-
cent operations lead to higher GGM values, as in-

dicated by negative values of G(|ψsub{m1,m3=n}
FMSV 〉)−

G(|ψsub{m1,m2=n}
FMSV 〉) (see Fig. 6 (b) with m1 and n).
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FIG. 6: (Color Online) Map of GGM in the (m1, n)-plane. (a)
m1 and m2(3) = n photons are added in modes. To under-
stand whether adding photons in adjacent modes can gener-
ate more multimode entanglement than that of the alternate

mode, we plot G(|ψadd{m1,m3=n}
FMSV 〉))−G(|ψadd{m1,m2=n}

FMSV 〉). We
find that the adding photons in the alternate modes is bene-
ficial than that of the adjacent modes. In (b), subtraction
of photons is considered. Negative value of the quantity,

G(|ψsub{m1,m3=n}
FMSV 〉))−G(|ψsub{m1,m2=n}

FMSV 〉), indicates that the
picture is opposite than the addition, thereby specifying that
subtracting photons in alternate mode is an advantageous en-
terprise. Here r is fixed to 0.4.

• For constrained photon operations, we fix
the total number of photons added (subtracted)
in either the adjacent or the alternate modes.
Here we fix m1 + m2(3) = 20 and in Fig.
7(a), we consider the photon addition oper-
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add alternate

sub adjacent
sub alternate

FIG. 7: ( Color online) GGM vs. m1 with m1 +m2 = 20. (a)
GGM is measured after addition of 20 photons in the adjacent,
m1 and m2 (solid circles) and in the alternate, m1 and m3,
(solid squares) modes. (b) GGM is plotted after subtracting
photons from the adjacent (hollow circles) and the alternate
(hollow squares) modes. Here r = 0.4. When photons are
subtracted from the alternate modes, GGM remains constant
with m1, we call such a phenomena as freezing, as proven in
Sec. IVC.

ation, and plot G(|ψadd{m1,m2=20−m1}
FMSV 〉), indi-

cated by the curve with solid green circles, and

G(|ψadd{m1,m3=20−m1}
FMSV 〉), represented by the curve

with solid brown circles, with respect to m1. In this
situation, the alternate modes lead to higher eleva-
tion of GGM than that obtained for operations in
the adjacent modes.

This trend is qualitatively different when we con-
sider photon subtraction (as depicted in Fig. 7(b)).

We find that G(|ψsub{m1,m2=20−m1}
FMSV 〉) increases

with increasing m1 ( hollow green circles in Fig.

7(b)), while G(|ψsub{m1,m3=20−m1}
FMSV 〉) remains con-

stant with the increase of m1 (hollow red circles in
Fig. 7(b)). We describe this feature as freezing of
GGM and will provide an analytical analysis of the
same in Sec. IV C. Note that in case of photon-
addition, G slowly varies with high values of m1 (
as depicted in 7(a)) and so it is not similar to the
freezing phenomena observed.

3. Multimode operations: Let us now consider a situa-
tion where three modes are involved in the photon-
addition or -subtraction scheme. Let us fix m1 +
m2 + m3 = 20, where m1, m2, and m3 denote the
numbers of photons added (subtracted) in the first,
second and third mode respectively. As depicted in
Fig. 8, the characteristics of GGM in this scenario
is qualitatively different for addition and subtrac-
tion. Specifically, in case of photon-addition, we
find that the GGM reaches its maximal value when
all the three modes possess almost equal number of
photons. However, in case of subtraction, maximal
value of GGM is independent of m1, i.e., we ob-
tain freezing along m1 which can also be explained
analytically by the Theorem below.
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FIG. 8: GGM with respect to m1 and m2, when total num-
ber of photons added (subtracted) in three modes is fixed to
20 i.e., m1 + m2 + m3 = 20. (a) corresponds to addition of
photons. GGM is generated when equal number of photons
are added in all the three modes. In (b), subtraction of pho-
tons is plotted with m1 and m2. For a fixed m2, we find that
the GGM remains constant with m1 + m3, the freezing phe-
nomena, similar to the one obtained in Fig. 7(b) (see also
Theorem 2 in Sec. IVC). Here r = 0.4.

C. Freezing of GGM

Let us show that the inherent form of the photon-
subtracted state involving alternated modes ensures the

freezing feature of GGM with the number of photons sub-
tracted. Specifically, we obtain the following:

Theorem 2. In case of constant total number of pho-
tons subtracted from two alternate modes, the genuine
multimode entanglement of a non-Gaussian FMSV state
is independent of the number of photons subtracted from
any one of those modes.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that a fixed
total number photons are subtracted from modes 1 and
3, i.e., m1 + m3 = constant, and no photons are added
or subtracted from second and fourth modes. To prove
our claim, we will now show that the coefficients of the
photon-subtracted state, given in Eq. (38) is only a
function of the total number of photons subtracted from
the alternate modes, m1 + m3 = M , say. By putting
m2 = m4 = 0, Eq. (38) reduces to

|ψsubFMSV 〉 =
1

Nsub

∞∑
n=M

n−m1∑
r1=m3

n∑
r2=0

(
1

2
tanh r)n

√(
n

r1

)√(
n

r2

)√
(n− r1)!

(n− r1 −m1)!

√
r1!

(r1 −m3)!

|n− r1 −m1〉|n− r2〉|r1 −m3〉|r2〉, (39)

=
1

Nsub

∞∑
n=0

n∑
r1=0

n∑
r2=0

(
1

2
tanh r)n+M

√(
n+M

r1 +m3

)√(
n

r2

)√
(n+m1 − r1)!

(n− r1)!

√
(r1 +m3)!

r1!

|n− r1〉|n− r2〉|r1〉|r2〉, (40)

=
1

Nsub

∞∑
n=0

n∑
r1=0

n∑
r2=0

(
1

2
tanh r)n+M

√(
n

r2

)√
(n+M)!

(n− r1)! r1!
|n− r1〉|n− r2〉|r1〉|r2〉. (41)

In the second equality, we make the change of variables,
namely r1 → r1 +m3 and n→ n+M . From Eq. (41), it
is clear that the above state is only function of M , and
hence independent of m1 and m3 individually, but only
dependent on their sum.

Remark: Note that the above theorem is proven for
m1 + m3 = M and m2 = 0. Fig. 8 (b) shows that
Theorem 2 also holds for the scenario when m1+m3 = M
and m2 = c, where c is a fixed integer.

D. Analyzing GGM enhancement via
non-Gaussianity

In this section, we will try to figure out the departure
of a photon added and subtracted states from the initial
Gaussian FMSV state in terms of the relative entropy
based measures of non-Gaussianity. Our main motive is
to answer the following question:
Is there any connection between non-Gaussianity and
GGM?

To address the above question, whether the GGM ampli-
fication obtained via addition and subtraction of photons
has any connection with the non-Gaussianity, we first re-
state the definition of the measure. Specifically, the mea-
sure non-Gaussianity of a given state, ρ, in a CV system
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FIG. 9: Difference between non-Gaussianity,

δNG(|ψadd{m1,m2}
FMSV 〉) − δNG(|ψsub{m1,m2}

FMSV 〉), of the photon-
added and -subtracted states against (m1,m2)-plane. We
observe that for single mode operations, addition and
subtraction of photons lead to the same amount of non-
Gaussianity, while for two mode operations, photon addition
leads to greater non-Gaussianity. The squeezing parameter
is fixed to 0.4.

m1,m2 δaddNG fadd
G δsubNG fsub

G

2, 0 2.7548 0.1639 2.7548 1.8234
5, 0 3.9001 0.3792 3.9001 4.0378
10, 0 4.8344 0.7293 4.8344 6.719
2, 1 4.5661 0.7584 2.0653 2.9408
5, 1 5.5072 1.0780 3.6208 4.7684
10, 1 6.1742 1.5493 4.6930 7.1720

TABLE I: Comparative study of fractional enhancement of
GGM from FMSV value and non-Gaussianity on addition or
subtraction of photons from a single and two modes of the

FMSV state. Note that δ
add/sub
NG ≡ δNG(|ψadd/sub{m1,m2}

FMSV 〉).
The squeezing parameter is fixed to 0.4.

is defined in terms of relative entropy distance, as [80–82]

δNG(ρ) = min
τG

S(ρ||τG), (42)

where the minimization is taken over all possible Gaus-
sian states τG, lying in the same Hilbert space of ρ. The
Gaussian state, which achieve the minimum possess the
same displacement vector and covariance matrix as ρ, lets
consider it as ρG, hence

δNG(ρ) = S(ρ||ρG) = S(ρ)− S(ρG), (43)

where S(σ) = −tr σ log2 σ. We find that δNG increases
both for photon-added and -subtracted states. Therefore,
the enhancement of GGM seems to be consistent with the

increase of non-Gaussianity as the number of photons
added (subtracted) increases, and thus can be plausibly
argued as the physical reason behind the observed im-
provements. However, a more detailed analysis reveals
that in most cases (see Fig. 9), photon addition leads
to much faster de-Gaussification compared to photon
subtraction although the GGM content of the photon-
subtracted state is higher than that of the photon-added
ones, see Figs. 4 and 5. So, non-Gaussianity cannot ex-
plain the difference in response of photon addition and
subtraction. We would like to mention here that the
physical reason for the different behaviour obtained for
photon addition and subtraction remained unanswered
in the earlier works as well [65, 66, 76–79].

Nevertheless, a quantitative analysis is carried out be-
tween non-Gaussianity and fractional enhancement of
GGM for the photons-added (-subtracted) states where
the later one is defined as

f
add/sub
G =

G(|ψadd/sub{m1,m2}
FMSV 〉)− G(|FMSV 〉)

G(|FMSV 〉) . (44)

It allows us to track how fast the GGM grows on addition
or subtraction of photons, see Table. I.

To summarize, Fig. 9 and Table. I reveal three dis-
tinct features –(1) when photons are added (subtracted)
in a single mode, one gets the same amount of non-
Gaussianity; (2) for two mode operations, photon addi-
tion always leads to higher non-Gaussianity compared to
the photon subtraction; (3) in both the cases, GGM con-
tent in photon-subtracted states from FMSV is higher
than that of the photon-added states, thereby showing
fsubG > faddG . Therefore, non-Gaussianity cannot con-
clusively discriminate photon addition and subtraction
according to their genuine multomide entanglement. No-
tice also that the difference between entanglement val-
ues of photon-added and -subtracted states cannot be
explained by other physical quantities like departure of
the photon- added (-subtracted) state from the initial
Gaussian FMSV state, the fidelity of photon-added (-
subtracted) state with a FMSV state having the same
value of GGM [83]. We believe that a complete satisfac-
tory and ubiquitous physical reasoning may depend on
the structure of the state itself, on which mode(s) the
photonic operations are performed, and on the quantity
of interest.

V. CONCLUSION

The generalized geometric measure (GGM), which
owes its origin to the geometry of quantum state space,
has established itself as a computationally efficient quan-
tifier of genuine multiparty entanglement of pure states
in finite dimensional systems. Based on Schmidt decom-
position, its applicability can also be extended to com-
pute genuine multimode entanglement between the vari-
ous modes of a multimode pure state consisting of infinite
dimensional subsystems.
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Nevertheless, such simplified formula can also be in-
tractable due to the infinite dimensional structures inher-
ent in these systems. However, we proved that for Gaus-
sian multimode pure states, GGM can be expressed in
terms of the symplectic eigenvalues of the covariance ma-
trices obtained from the various relevant reduced states.
Essentially, we are able to compute the coverted maxi-
mal eigenvalue in terms of the symplectic invariants and
hence this simplification. To illustrate the functionality
of the formula, we computed GGM of some prototypical
three- and four-mode Gaussian states. Note that, the
formula for GGM is efficiently scalable, can be employed
to evaluate GGM of Gaussian states with higher number
of modes, and its pertinence is not merely restricted to
three- and four-mode states. Furthermore, the symplec-
tic eigenvalues are evaluated from the covariance matrices
which are in turn composed of quadrature correlations,
the typical quantities extracted in experiments. This ex-
perimental friendliness adds another point of merit to our
work.

When one proceeds beyond the Gaussian paradigm,
such simplified evaluation of GGM is not possible. How-
ever, for some non-Gaussian states (like photon-added
and -subtracted states), symmetries in the structure of
the states enables to find maximal eigenvalue of all re-
duced states. De-Gaussification via photon addition and
subtraction displays substantial enhancement of GGM
from the Gaussian value. We performed a comparative
study in the increase of genuine multimode entanglement
induced by addition and subtraction in the three- and
four-mode scenarios and observe some novel features. A
careful analysis also revealed that although the increase
of genuine multimode entanglement content of photon-
added (-subtracted) states over the four mode squeezed
vacuum states can be answered by the increase of the
distance-based non-Gaussianity measure, the superiority
in terms of multimode entanglement value obtained for
photon subtraction compared to photon-addition cannot
be explained by the non-Gaussianity measure.

To summarize, our work sheds light on the quantifi-
cation of genuine multimode entanglement in continuous
variable systems. We believe, our work will be a step-
ping stone for further systematic analysis of multimode
entanglement involving non-Gaussian states and mixed
states.
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Appendix A: Schmidt decomposition in CV system

In this section, we are trying to investigate that if in
the continuous variable system, matrix diagonalization is
possible, then the Schmidt decomposition is also possible.

Statement: Suppose A is a d dimensional normal ma-
trix i.e., AA† = A†A. The Hermitian matrix H† = H
and unitary matrix U†U = I are the example of normal
matrices. There always exists, an unitary matrix U , such
that UAU† = Adiag, where Adiag is a diagonal matrix,
i.e, Aij = δijai. The above statement is also true in in-
finite dimensions provided the operator is compact and
Hermitian.

Proof of Schmidt decomposition in infinite
dimension

Suppose |ψ12〉, is a two-mode continuous variable sys-
tem. |ψ12〉 ∈ H1 ⊗ H2, H1(H2) are two infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert spaces, with countably infinite number of
fock basis {|n〉} and {|m〉}. Hence, it can be expanded
as

|ψ12〉 =

∞∑
m,n=0

am,n|m,n〉, (A1)

where am,n is the complex coefficient, satisfy∑∞
m,n=0 |am,n|2 = 1. Let us consider a single-mode

density matrix as

ρ1 = tr2(|ψ12〉〈ψ12|) =

∞∑
m,m′

(∑
n

am,na
∗
m′,n

)
|m〉〈m′|

=

∞∑
m,m′

Cm,m′ |m〉〈m′| (A2)

where Cm,m′ =
∑∞
n am,na

∗
m′,n. It is clear that C† = C,

i.e., C is a Hermitian matrix. Moreover C is also a com-
pact matrix which guarantees that the spectral theorem
can also be applied here [72]. Hence we have an unitary
U , such that UCU† = Λdiag. Hence,

ρ1 =
∑
m,m′

Cm,m′ |m〉〈m′| =
∑

m,m′,µ

Um,µλµU
∗
m′,µλµ|m〉〈m′|

=
∑
µ

λµ|µ〉〈µ|, (A3)

where |µ〉 =
∑
m Um,µ|m〉. λµs are the eigenvalue of ρ1

and {|µ〉} is the eigenbasis or the Schmidt basis.

Now we can always write the initial pure state as
|ψ12〉 =

∑
µ |µ〉1|µ̃〉2, where |µ̃〉 = 1〈µ|ψ12〉, clearly |µ̃〉

is not a normalized state. To prove that this expression
is the schmidt decomposition of |ψ12〉, we need to prove
{|µ̄〉} is mutually orthogonal.
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|µ̃〉 = 1〈µ|ψ12〉 =
(∑
m′

U∗m′,µ1〈m′|
)( ∞∑

m,n=0

am,n|m,n〉
)

=
∑
m,n

U∗m,µamn|n〉2 (A4)

Now

〈ν̃|µ̃〉 =
∑
m′,n′

Um′,νa
∗
m′n′2〈n′|

(∑
m,n

U∗m,µamn|n〉2
)

=
∑
m′,m

Um′,ν

∑
n

a∗m′namnU
∗
m,µ

=
∑
m′,m

Um′,νCm,m′U∗m,µ = (U†CU)ν,µ = δµ,νλµ,

(A5)

By choosing |µ̃〉 =
√
λµ|µ〉, we get the Schmidt decom-

position of a pure state |ψ12〉 in CV system as

|ψ12〉 =

∞∑
µ

λµ|µ, µ〉. (A6)

Appendix B: Covariance matrix of the FMSV state

The FMSV state [66] possess the following covariance
matrix:

ΛFMSV =

1

2


cosh2 r I2 1

2 sinh 2r σz sinh2 r I2 1
2 sinh 2r σz

1
2 sinh 2r σz cosh2 r I2 1

2 sinh 2r σz sinh2 r I2
sinh2 r I2 1

2 sinh 2r σz cosh2 r I2 1
2 sinh 2r σz

1
2 sinh 2r σz sinh2 r I2 1

2 sinh 2r σz cosh2 r I2

 ,

where I2 = diag{1, 1}, and σz =diag{1,−1}. All the
single-mode reduced covariance matrices are identical
and is given by, ΛFMSV

single = 1
2 cosh2 r I2. The relevant

two-mode reduced covariance matrices, corresponding to
the adjacent and alternate modes are given by

ΛFMSV
adjacent =

1

2

[
cosh2 r I2 1

2 sinh 2r σz
1
2 sinh 2r σz cosh2 r I2

]
, (B1)

and

ΛFMSV
alternate =

1

2

[
cosh2 r I2 sinh2 r I2
sinh2 r I2 cosh2 r I2

]
, (B2)

respectively.
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